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So you wanna be a hotshot game designer? Well, if you have a basic grasp of  Macromedia Flash MX, you can. Unafraid to tackle some of the more complicated  aspects of game creation (including physics and trigonometry!), this  comprehensive reference covers it all. Macromedia Flash  Game Design Demystified starts out with the basics: planning, adapting  ActionScript techniques, using introductory Flash game techniques, and more.  Then it gets down to the real business of building simple games. You'll tackle  simple-logic and quiz games before moving on to multiplayer and complex-logic  games (chess, for example)--learning about importing 3-D graphics, adding sound  effects, and licensing your games in the process. The book's companion CD  includes the source files for a number of games as well as the tutorials and  lessons that go along with the book and XML server software to facilitate  multiplayer games. If you're tired of the games that you have and want to make  your own action, this book offers comprehensive coverage of sophisticated  techniques--but put in easy-to-grasp, practical terms.
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Windows Vista All in OneSams Publishing, 2006
Vista is the brave new world of Microsoft Windows computing, and with it, what once was old, is new again. In just a short time, Sams Teach Yourself Windows Vista All in One will have you up and running with this new, must-have Windows operating system.
 

Using a straightforward,...
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MySQL High Availability: Tools for Building Robust Data CentersO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Server bottlenecks and failures are a fact of life in any database deployment, but they don’t have to bring everything to a halt. This practical book explains replication, cluster, and monitoring features that can help protect your MySQL system from outages, whether it’s running on hardware, virtual machines, or in the...
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Agile Business Rule Development: Process, Architecture, and JRules ExamplesSpringer, 2011

	According to Wordnet, a rule is “a principle or condition that customarily
	governs behavior” or “a prescribed guide for conduct or action.” Businesses, and
	organizations in general, operate under a number of rules: rules about what services
	to offer and to whom; rules about how much to charge for those services;...
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Android from A to DCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2014

	At the time the previous edition of this book was published, there was only one way to install the Android Software Development Kit (SDK): the complicated way. Recently, though, Android has introduced the Android Developer Tools (ADT) Bundle which makes installing the SDK much easier. The ADT Bundle contains the latest Android Software...
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Java Media APIs: Cross-Platform Imaging, Media and VisualizationSams Publishing, 2002
Java Media APIs: Cross-Platform Imaging, Media, and Visualization presents integrated Java media solutions that demonstrate the best practices for using this diverse collection. According to Sun MicroSystems, "This set of APIs supports the integration of audio and video clips, animated presentations, 2D fonts, graphics, and images, as well as...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-290): Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 EnvironmentMicrosoft Press, 2003
Welcome to MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-290): Managing and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Environment. We have designed this book to prepare you effectively for the MCSE examination, and, along the way, to share with you knowledge about what it takes to implement Windows Server 2003 in your enterprise network. We hope...
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